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Abstract: Bauls, the wandering minstrels of rural Bengal (of both Bangladesh and India), are a socio‑
religiouslymarginalized cultural group. While the ritualistic practices and spiritual discourses of the
Bauls have received scholarly attention, scholarship on Bauls’ songs about material and communica‑
tive adversities and their emancipatory visions is lacking. Bauls’ performances and discourses are
precursors to envisioning alternative emancipatory possibilities that question dominant intolerances,
oppressions, and exploitations. This article documents and reflects on the works of two contempo‑
rary Bauls—Shah Abdul Karim and Manimohan Das. Through their songs and performances, they
(i) question the power structure and legitimize the sufferings and struggles of the downtrodden, and
(ii) seek to raise societal consciousness in imagining a free and just society.

Keywords: Baul; voice; Bengal; emancipation

1. Introduction

তত্ত্বগান েগেয় েগেলন যারা মরমী কিব
আিম তেল ধির েদেশর দুঃখ‑দুদর্শার ছিব

িনরন্ন মানুেষর দািব‑
কিরম চায় শািন্ত িবধান |

The contemplative poets are they who sang the songs of tattwas,
In my songs, I portray images of people’s misery and grief,

And, the demands of the famished,
Karim wants a peaceful co‑existence

Tattwas are spiritual theories and epistemologies —Baul Shah Abdul Karim
Bauls, the wanderingminstrels, are one of the socio‑religiously marginalized cultural

populations of rural Bengal, from both Bangladesh and the eastern/north‑eastern regions
of India (Salomon 1995). The poets, performers, and followers that belong to Hindu and
Muslim societies are called Bauls and Fakirs, respectively; but in general, the term Baul
is used to represent Bauls, Fakirs, and practitioners of similar spiritual traditions. On 25
November 2005, UNESCO added Baul songs to the global list of ‘Masterpieces of the Oral
and Intangible Heritage of Humanity’ (Khalid and Chowdhury 2018).

Historically, dominant oppressions (including colonial exploitations) and caste‑
politics are responsible for socio‑cultural and politico‑economic uncertainties in the lives
of Bauls. Scholars have shown that organized religions, on many occasions, confronted
and abused the followers of non‑traditional and folk religions. One can even find such ex‑
amples from 5th and 6th century BCE, such as in the experiences of Charvakas and Ajivikas
(Mondal 2013). Be they followers of Kabir, Dadu, Rabidas, Nanak, Chaitanya (religious
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teachers from 14th/15th Century) or contemporary Bauls, the alternative religious practi‑
tioners express dissent against religious dogma and discrimination, especially related to
the caste system and the Hindu‑Muslim divide, while embracing the ideas of equality,
freedom, and harmonious coexistence (Lorea 2014). In response, intolerant orthodoxies of
organized religions, through their physical and discursive violence, have aimed to mute
and even obliterate the free thought and emancipatory dreams of alternative spiritual prac‑
titioners, such as the Bauls. Themurder ofMohammed Shahidulla in 2016 and the torching
of Baul Ranesh Thakur’s house (a direct disciple of Baul Shah Abdul Karim) in 2020 are
examples of such atrocities (Dutta 2019; Shaker 2020). In other words, the Bauls of Bengal
are systematically harassed and stigmatized, and as outcasts, they remain at the margins
of South Asian society (Akter et al. 2017).

While we have noticed increased scholarly attention to the ritualistic practices and
epistemologies of the Bauls, the existing scholarship on Bauls’ songs about material and
communicative adversities and emancipatory visions are scant (Dutta 2019). Moreover,
the bulk of the extant scholarship has cursorily engaged with the socio‑economic and po‑
litical marginalization of the rural Baul communities, most of whom live in poverty. It is
important to recognize the few yet powerful non‑esoteric Bauls songs, which, along with
depicting the everyday struggles of the marginalized, play a crucial role in raising critical
consciousness and imagining human transformation. Creators of such Baul songs venture
beyond the realm of the tattwa1‑gaan (songs that depict theories and epistemologies) to
represent humane conscience and narrate the adversities of helpless people at the margins
(Mondal 2013). On one hand, these songs communicatively fight against social exclusions
and atrocities to question dominant intolerances and injustices. On the other hand, such
songs and performances raise consciousness in imagining alternate emancipatory possibil‑
ities, as well as in creating a less exploitative and a more egalitarian society (Urban 2001).

The contribution of this article lies in its documentation and reflection on the songs
and discourses of two contemporary Bauls—Shah Abdul Karim and Manimohan Das.
Shah Abdul Karim was a legendary Baul poet and performer from Bangladesh who em‑
braced the Baul/Fakir philosophy. He embodied the virtues of simplicity, modesty, hon‑
esty, and humanity through his songs and portrayed experiential realities and disparities
of everyday existence at the margins. Likewise, Manimohan Das, a Baul from West Ben‑
gal in India, wrote songs that talked about the social injustices of the contemporary era,
along with their nuances and complexities. Being cognizant about the history and trauma
of social exclusions, and oppressions, Baul Das and Karim, on one hand, through their
songs and performances, spoke to the socio‑economic issues at the margins by question‑
ing the dominant power structure. On the other hand, they legitimized the suffering and
struggles of the downtrodden and raised societal consciousness to imagine a free and just
society. It is these pronouncements that constitute the focus of this paper.

Specifically, embracing the theoretical perspectives of Subaltern Studies, especially
Gramscian viewpoints, Scott’s ‘hidden transcripts’, and Freirean perspectives, this paper
examines the songs of the two contemporary Bauls to examine how their pronouncements
(i) illustrate situated adversities and disparities, as well as the negotiations of the under‑
served people with societal challenges, and (ii) communicate a message of emancipation
and meaningful transformation to envision and realize the dreams of an exploitation‑ and
oppression‑free future. In doing so, we focus on analyzing the literary works of the Bauls,
specifically the song‑lyrics, and support our analysis of the lyrics with statements from
interviews with Bauls Das and Karim (rather than espousing an ethnographic or perfor‑
mance studies perspective).

2. Literature Review
Scholars have noted that Sants (Bhakti movements), Naths, Buddhists, Jains, Besra

Sufis, and several minor sects of the Indian sub‑continent are predecessors of the contem‑
porary Baul tradition (Lorea 2015). Charyāpada (Buddhist esoteric songs from 8th–12th
century), medieval Sant poetry, or dohās, Nath literature, as well as the literary works of
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Chaitanya Charitāmrita and Sahajiya Karicā can be seen as foundational to the literary tra‑
dition of the Bauls (Capwell 1974; Lorea 2014). Many of these texts addressed experiential
learnings, rather than blindly following “doctrinal or dogmatic niceties” (Capwell 1988,
p. 124), and they placed emphasis on spiritual catharsis. They imagined an equal society
devoid of caste‑related and other discriminations and oppressions by arguing in favor of
human rights (Urban 2001). Owing to such anti‑hegemonic and uncompromising tones,
the orthodox Hindu and other major religious traditions usually term their practices as
Apadharma or Apasampraday (an inferior/impure religion or religious group). The domi‑
nant groups often register their hatred and rejection by attacking them systematically, as
well as strategically, to obliterate such thought‑traditions and ideologies (Capwell 1974;
Dutta and Dutta 2019). In addition, various puritanical efforts by powerful religions (e.g.,
Sanskritization and Islamic fundamentalism) seek to co‑opt alternative and folk religious
traditions, including those of the Bauls, bringing them into the fold of the mainstream.
In response, similarly to their Lokayata predecessors, many such practitioners hide and/or
camouflage to save and/or sustain their spiritual practices and ideologies (Mondal 2013).

Consequently, over the centuries, impacted by the politics of exploitation and exclu‑
sion by the upper‑castes, dominant religions, and colonial rulers, the lower socio‑economic
strata of the society experienced laborious uncertainties and sufferings. In response, many
“deviant sects”, including the Bauls, emerged in various parts of Bengal (Urban 2001). His‑
torically, the Bauls have experienced fatwas and threats from themainstream, which intend
to abuse, co‑opt, and banish their non‑conformist practices (Manuel 2008; Jha 2014). As
they do not comply with the normative traditional canons of established religions, the
Bauls and their songs are often depicted as heretic, cultish, rebellious, and as infidels. As a
result, the Bauls have been harassed and stigmatized over the years (Grover 2015; Novet‑
zke and Patton 2008).

While coping with atrocities and exclusions, the Baul community has received a de‑
gree of acceptance among the educated, urban Bhadralok or Bengali gentlemen, after their
philosophies andworldviewswere admired in literaryworks of Tagore, aNobel Prizewin‑
ner in literature, and Nazrul Islam, the national poet of Bangladesh, and other important
cultural personalities in Bengal. From Tagorean perspectives, the Bauls are perceived as
an icon of an inclusive and secular tradition, where the Quran and Puran can peacefully
co‑exist, acting as an embodiment of simplicity, tranquility, and equality, which exem‑
plified an ideal nationalist identity during the period of the Indian independence move‑
ment (Lorea 2013). In contemporary literature, the Bauls are often described as lower‑class,
under‑privileged and uneducated in terms of formal education, yet as peace‑loving and
non‑conformists. Moreover, in the last few years, we have noticed a resurrection of reli‑
gious orthodoxies and fanaticism in the South Asian landscape which has caused distress
and misery at the margins. By rupturing the barriers of caste and religion, the songs of
the Bauls calling for love and peace are re‑emerging as relevant at this turbulent time. In
this technology‑savvy, globalized era, we have seen a proliferation of fake‑bauls/urban‑
bauls (educated middle‑class individuals who consider singing as a side job), particularly
in socially mediated spaces. Owing to these newly emerging dynamics, many marginal‑
ized and traditional Baul practitioners experience difficulties in ensuring their material
and spiritual survival (Lorea 2014).

In negotiating their low‑origins, and the oppression and humiliation they are sub‑
ject to, the Bauls consider songs and spirituality as their last refuge (Urban 2001). De‑
spite being numerically small and socio‑economically disadvantaged as a community, the
Bauls assume a duty to consistently convey their philosophical and behavioral teachings
to the masses (Mondal 2013). Horizontal and participatory communication is a central el‑
ement of their praxis. In the same way as the Siddhacharyas—the writers of Charyāpadas
whowrote in the regional vernacular rather than in the dominant/canonical language—the
Bauls and Fakirs also perform in local languages to orally communicate with the common
people (Majumdar and Roberge 1979). Their simple and rustic music fulfills important
social functions, as the Bauls often seek to communicate and create social awareness about
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everyday matters. The inner and layered meanings of their songs, specifically those that
are non‑esoteric, aim at propagating the values of harmonious coexistence, social justice,
and environmental consciousness (Mahbub‑ul‑Alam et al. 2014). The Bauls’ renderings
of alternative spiritualities and their questioning/skepticism despite harsh opposition and
attacks from the hegemonic powers can be examined through the lens of subaltern studies
and related theories.

According to the Gramscian viewpoint, which is foundational to the theories of Sub‑
altern Studies, alternative spiritual practices and principles are not mere ‘sediments’ of
mainstream intellectual and religious traditions. Rather, they emerge organically and ex‑
perientially through conscious observation and active interaction with contextual realities
(Patnaik 2014). Rooted in Gramscian perspectives, the cultural dimensions of subalternity
were initially under‑emphasized in economic‑centric conceptualizations of Indian Marx‑
ism (Chakraborty 2000). Consequently, in much of the former canon of subaltern studies,
aspects of subaltern spirituality are often ignored or have received inadequate attention
(Urban 2001). Today, the scholars of subaltern studies acknowledge that “religious con‑
sciousness is a vital subject of study” (Larson 1995, p. 41). Situated cultural (including
religious) practices and ethos have now become foundational to subaltern study scholar‑
ship, so as to legitimize the narratives and agencies of those existing at the margins, as
well as to foreground their de‑colonial struggle for socio‑cultural and political liberation
(Wang 2010).

The Bauls’ cultural, specifically musical, expressions and ideological currents can be
considered as one such example, distinctively different from those ofmainstream religious
organizations and their praxis. Gramscian theorists further posited that situated religio‑
cultural utterances can often constitute a tradition of protest, the roots of which can be
traced to a variety of locations and spaces, including those that are unobvious and con‑
tradictory, associated with subaltern experiences (Patnaik 2014). From a Gramscian lens,
these experiences are intertwined with the religious common sense of subaltern popula‑
tions, whose everyday consciousness is often expressed through their performances, ques‑
tionings, rituals, customs and mythologies (Fulton 1987). Therefore, according to Patnaik
(2014), it is crucial to recognize the various unorthodox loci of counter‑hegemony, which
are instrumental in imagining alternative realities, as well as paving emancipatory and
liberating avenues. He further envisioned Bauls and practitioners of similar traditions as
“‘organic intellectuals’ from subaltern strata” (p. 22) and noted that their perspectives and
creativities are foundational to create counter‑hegemonic possibilities in an autonomous
way.

In addition, it is important to understand religio‑cultural performances and eman‑
cipatory imaginings of underrepresented spiritual communities, such as Bauls, not as a
vehicle of openly pronounced and violent revolution, but as a subtler, passive, and less
conspicuous expression of resistance (Kumar 2019). In this context, Scott’s (1990) work on
passive, everyday resistance is pertinent in understanding the approaches and the actions
of marginalized populations, such as the Bauls. He noted that an indirect and less violent
form of resistance, which he termed as ‘hidden transcripts’, often “takes place ‘offstage’,
beyond direct observation by the powerholders” (p. 4). Embracing Scott’s perspective,
scholars have noted that the Bauls use their songs and compositions as a means of resis‑
tance, through which they question and challenge existing disparities, intolerance, and
inequalities discursively, without using any radical form of resistance, such as a peasant
revolt (Mukharji 2012). Scott (1990) further showed that such resistive acts can be com‑
municated by underprivileged groups in a variety of forms, including through songs and
performances.

In their praxis, the Bauls do not reject themainstream bluntly or propagate negativity;
rather, guided by their ideologies, commitments, and practices of seeing and acting, they
often strategically operate, primarily communicatively, behind the guise of mainstream
practices. Although the resistances of the Bauls are often of a small scale, less visible, cryp‑
tic, and even private, these strategic acts potentially help them to spiritually sustain, as
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well as communicate musically with the audience (Mukharji 2012). In other words, the
Bauls use their quotidian, non‑violent, and certainly not insignificant forms of resistance
to address various structural andmaterial, aswell as cultural and intangible, aspects of con‑
textual realities. By discursively referring to socio‑religious symbols, they often question
the dominant power’s construction of otherness and subalternity (Mukharji 2012). Em‑
bracing the dreams of an egalitarian, free, and just social order, the Bauls (especially, the
singers of non‑esoteric songs) interact closely with the masses on a regular basis to raise
voices and question the existing sociopolitical dynamics and the status quo.

To engage with the Bauls’ politics of emancipation, it is crucial to understand the
aspect of consciousness raising, as theorized by Paulo Freire (1970). According to Freire,
critical consciousness acts as a means by which to challenge and dismantle the culture of
silence in order to engender transformative possibilities. Freire (1970) showed that, by re‑
claiming the culture of thinking and responding, the conscientization processes can help to
develop and reinforce self‑awareness. In the context of the Bauls, songs can be seen as dis‑
cursive vehicles that create amoment of dialogue. These songs eventually help these subal‑
tern performers to co‑create possibilities to enhance solidarity, communion, and building
social capital to pave the ways for cooperation to the end of developing human values and
liberatorymindsets. That is, through understanding themeanings, causes, ideologies, and
consequences of actions, the alternative spiritual imaginings seek to raise consciousness of
the underserved populations to address contextual realities and adversities.

In the case of the Bauls, the images, illustrations, and metaphors used in their songs
are oftentimes examples of ‘hidden transcripts’ that typify covert forms of everyday resis‑
tance. Moreover, as a part of their practices and behavior, quotidian public interactions can
be seen not only as their response to endless subjugation, but also as their relentless strug‑
gle toward imagining an equal and peaceful society, where human freedom and emanci‑
pation are celebrated.

3. Bauls
The confluence of three spiritual traditions—Tantric Buddhism (Vajrayana and Saha‑

jyana), Hindu Vaishnavism, and Islamic Marifat, marks the foundational epistemology of
the Bauls (Lorea 2017). Guided by the aforementioned traditions, in praxis, the Bauls of‑
ten question/reject discourses of orthodox religions (Openshaw 2002). For instance, Bauls’
ideology does not value the ritualistic worship of deities or symbols, and/or give impor‑
tance to religious spaces, such asmosques or temples. Moreover, through their songs, they
strongly criticize the ‘caste system’ and other forms of social injustice (Sengupta 2015). In
response, they often experience severe threats from both the dominant Hindu and Islamic
authorities; one of which is a ‘Baul Dhangsher Fatwa’, a fatwa for demolishing Baul tradition
(Jha 2014).

Although they are mostly unlettered, the Bauls exhibit distinctive aesthetical and
performative talents (Hossain and Marinova 2005). Along with communicating socio‑
religious and spiritual discourses, the Bauls, and specifically the composers and perform‑
ers of non‑esoteric songs, also raise their voices to address contemporary topics, including
poverty, hunger, corruption, domestic abuses, health and hygiene and deforestation. Such
songs are composed not to simply entertain the audience, rather, the performers invite
common people to embrace the path of reflexivity and to remain close to nature in their
endless struggle against coercion and manipulation (Mondal 2013). Through poetic and
musical discourses, they voice aspects of cultural poverty, specifically in terms of ethics,
values, and spirituality, and call for introspective engagements in everyday existence. As
a collective of a heterogeneous and non‑institutional community of singers and practition‑
ers, these Bauls gently yet persuasively convey their counterculture discourses, oftentimes
against capitalistic values, mindless industrialization, and urbanization (Majumdar and
Roberge 1979). As previously mentioned, this paper presents the songs and discourses
of two contemporary Bauls–Shah Abdul Karim and Manimohan Das, who composed and
performed during 20th and 21st centuries, and raised their voices against existing forms
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of domination and exploitation, to communicate their dreams of an emancipated and lib‑
erated society.

3.1. Baul Manimohan Das
Born in Faridpur (present day Bangladesh) in 1956, Baul Manimohan Das travelled to

India when he was 6 years old. During his childhood, he experienced extreme economic
hardships and hunger; to stay alive, he worked as a domestic worker. He did not have
access to any formal modes of education. He overcame the barrier of illiteracy by himself.
By imitating written texts, he learned to read and write. As he grew older, he developed
a habit of reading books, writing poems/songs, and performing in public. Religious texts,
such as theBhagavat Puranas andGita, and Baul‑praxis influenced him to a great degree. As
an adult, he used several means to ensure survival and stayed at various locations across
South Bengal. While working hard to overcome adversities, he has consistently mingled
with Baul practitioners and written relentlessly. Thus far, he has written more than 4000
songs. ‘Gramin Sangiter Dali’ (Das 2014) is his most prominent publication, which contains
around one‑fifth of his writings.

3.2. Baul Shah Abdul Karim
Born in 1916 in the Sunamganj district of Bangladesh, Baul Shah Abdul Karim was a

venerable Baul singer and spiritual composer. Growing up living in poverty and resource‑
scarcity, he never had an opportunity to pursue a formal education in school. To survive
amidst harsh realities and adversities, he worked as a cow herder in the houses of local af‑
fluent people. While strugglingwith abject poverty, he embraced humane values and Baul
ideologies early in his life. He began expressing his experiences and realizations through
music at a young age and continued his composing and singing activities throughout his
life. Hewrote thousands of songs, many of whichwere organized into six books, while nu‑
merous undocumented songs have been lost. He was an active advocate of human rights,
social justice, and liberation, and he consistently conversed and interacted with common
people. His songs and words captivated audiences and inspired people to imagine and
create avenues for emancipation. For his unique contributions, he was awarded ‘Ekushe
Padak’, the second‑highest civilian award in Bangladesh. He died in 2009 at the age of 93.

As they unconventionally focused on socio‑political injustices, disparities, and abuses,
and sang about the struggles of the working class and the downtrodden, both men faced
criticism during their lifetime; people from within and outside of their communities ques‑
tioned their legitimacy as authentic Bauls. However, by referring to Lalon’s acts of support‑
ing self‑defense and singing songs against social ills, some scholars supported their songs,
approaches, and intentions, and portrayed them (specifically, Baul Shah Abdul Karim) as
successors of eminent Bauls, such as Rashid Uddin, Jalal Khan, Dwija Das, and Ramesh
Shil (Imam 2013). While it is difficult to use quantifiable indicators to measure tangible
changes realized by the Bauls’ endeavor for a free and just society, their struggle to cre‑
ate such realities have not been in vain or diminished. Along with performing songs of
emancipation, both formed social organizations to ensure survival at and of the margins.
Baul Shah Abdul Karim once shared, “With my limited ability, I run an organization in
our area, named ‘Banchte Chai’ (Want to live). Our expectation is very modest; we just
want to eat twice for survival. Unfortunately, availability of essential commodities such
as food‑grains is scarce; they are often controlled and snatched by the oppressors” (Imam
2013). Baul Manimohan Das founded an organization called ‘Amrita Baul Lokgaan Prasar
Samity’, described, in his own words, “as an organization, we tried to address the issues
of malnutrition, marginalization as well as create health and environmental awareness. In
my life, I always tried, withmy finite capacities, to help fellow artists and themarginalized
people in and around my locality”.
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4. Methods
We conducted an extensive literature search to identify Baul and Fakir related re‑

sources. For this purpose, primarily textual resources and some audio‑visual files were
examined; these resources were found via libraries and internet searches. After a com‑
prehensive search, over 4000 Baul songs were located; we mainly relied on published
books, including the song‑collections of eminent scholars, such as Prof.s Upendranath
Bhattacharya and Shaktinath Jha. The songs were grouped into two main categories—
devotional, or socio‑political with emancipatory connotations. As a part of the search pro‑
cess, we identified two resources written by two contemporaries, Baul Shah Abdul Karim
and Baul Manimohan Das, who composed and performed in the 21st century. Those two
books contained over 1200 songs, many of which represented the issues, aspirations, and
dreams of the marginalized. We also included some interviews and conversations with
the two Bauls, where they communicated their transformative thoughts and commitments.
For this study, we considered only the discourses, including songs, which were about hu‑
man suffering, social injustice, discrimination, aswell as represented emancipatory visions.
After careful reading, initially 40 songs and interviews were identified for content analysis
for this paper.

From the historical record, we found that the songs were performed at public gath‑
erings, and they were well received by the audience. In one interview, Baul Shah Abdul
Karim remarked that, “during the struggle for freedom (Muktijuddho), I used to get invita‑
tions to perform at many gatherings and processions”. Though they had been appreciated
by people during that period, the songs are no longer not counted among those of the
‘popular numbers’, and we could not locate videos/audios of the songs analyzed in the
article as they are unavailable through YouTube and other online platforms. Again, many
of Shah Abdul Karim’s songs were either lost or not published, so despite our efforts, we
could not find his early published books. However, two aforementioned books (by Baul
Karim and Baul Das) provided us the opportunity to read and research their less‑known
songs. Asmentionedpreviously,many of their songs spoke to the issues of the era inwhich
the songs were written. While identifying songs for this research, we selected those that
capture and address the contemporary crisis and challenges in a more meaningful way
than the others are able to. Moreover, in terms of their lyrics, unlike the tattwa‑gaan(s),
the songs are straightforward and non‑esoteric in nature, that is, twilight language2 and
layered meanings are never used.

As mentioned previously, this research is invested in studying and analyzing the
lyrics and discourses. As the songs were written and interviews were conducted in the
Bengali language and its dialects, we translated and transcribed them into English for the
purpose of data analysis. After translations and transcriptions, we reviewed one another’s
work and provided feedback. Local proverbs and colloquial expressions were found in
many of the songs and interviews. As we often faced difficulties in translating them, we
consulted local Bauls (including BaulManimohanDas) and scholars to ensure authenticity.
The accuracy of the translation was examined by another scholar who was an experienced
Bengali‑to‑English translator (Lincoln and Guba 1985). Any disagreements were resolved
through discussions, and based on consensus, necessary modifications were made.

The data were analyzed by employing an approach based on grounded theory (Char‑
maz 2000). The discourses (i.e., the songs and the interviews) were analyzed closely; a
constant comparison technique helped us to compare and contrast the emerging points
and concepts. After close reading and careful analysis, 10 songs were identified for which
the messages and contents did not overlap so that each selected song offered a unique van‑
tage point. As the study is primarily invested in the discourses of songs, we present full
transcripts of the songs in the Results section. The processes of data analysis yielded three
themes: oppressions and marginalization, communicative aspects, and emancipatory vi‑
sions and calls, which are presented in the next section.
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5. Results
The discourses of Bauls Karim and Das are deeply tied to their socio‑historic experi‑

ences, particularly in relation to the dominant power structures both in the colonial and
postcolonial era. In other words, their songs are the embodiment of fearless communica‑
tion and autonomous consciousness, which exemplify acts of questioning, and resisting
hegemonic agendas and oppressions. Praxiologically, both Bauls embrace the means of
aesthetic expressions, where they employ communicative avenues to transform power dy‑
namics. By dismantling the culture of silence, which delegitimizes human agencies and
voices, their songs often reflect the values, worldviews, and aspirations of the common
people, especially those who are marginalized.

5.1. Oppressions and Marginalization
To both Bauls, the ever‑increasing gaps between the haves and the have‑nots are

deemed as unacceptable. More than two‑thirds of the rural Bengal population lives be‑
low the poverty line (World Bank 2017). Moreover, owing to its geographical location and
characteristics, a major proportion of Bengal (i.e., the state ofWest Bengal in India, and the
entire Bangladesh) frequently experience natural calamities, such as cyclones, droughts,
and floods. Such natural disasters impact the lives and livelihoods of millions of common
people. Moreover, crop failure, soil erosion and loss of land, and financial instabilities
make their situation worse (Hossain and Marinova 2012). In their songs, they portray a
bleak reality and also communicate their criticism about the roles and (in)actions of the
power structure. For instance, Baul Manimohan Das once said, “Since childhood, I experi‑
enced hunger and economic hardships. These experiences compelled me to raise a voice
against the oppressions in this society”. He further added, “I was concerned about societal
inequalities, discriminations, lack of human rights, and abuse of law by the powerful. I
started responding to the issues around me through my own songs by using simple and
accessible language. I was deeply inspired by the principles of equality and social justice;
these ideals guided me to write”.

Alluding to feudalistic, capitalistic, and neoliberal practices, the following song com‑
posed by Baul Shah Abdul Karim speaks of heightening poverty in the face of ever‑rising
crises, with which the farmers and laborers must contend. The corrupt social structure ap‑
plies different methods of oppression, wherein the poorer populations are viewed merely
as electorates by nation‑states. For instance, the promises made prior to elections are bro‑
ken, and the poor populations are often controlled by the age‑old practices of divide and
rule.

Referring to food insecurities and frequent natural calamities in Bengal, the song le‑
gitimizes the dire situation of poverty‑stricken people. The social services that are sup‑
posed to be publicly accessible are unfortunately more amenable to the wealthy than to
the poor. Primary schools in rural areas are devoid of supplies and teachers, health cen‑
ters have inadequate medicines, and so on. Baul Karim also argues that the government
is invested in collecting taxes but not diligent in providing basic minimum necessities for
survival. Instead, coercion and repression are practiced by the dominant stakeholders to
mute marginalized people. Moreover, unsatisfactory and biased judgment is delivered to
the poor because of their lack of resources or financial power. In this song, by using simple
language, Baul Karim not only raises a voice against the situated odds, but also publicly
communicates important ethical and moral issues.
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েমােদর েকউ নাই ের মজরু‑কৃষাণ ভাই
হাড়কুটা পির ম কির খাইেত নািহ পাই||
সা াজ্যবাদ পুঁ জবাদ সামন্তবাদ িমেল
েদেশর সম্পদ লুেট িনল িতন ডাকােতর দেল||
উিচত কথা কইেত েগেল েজলজলুুেমর ডর
েপেট ভাত েরােগ ঔষধ নাই, পরার নাই কাপড়||
ইশকুেলেত ধনীর েছেল ধনীর পড়া পেড়
গিরেবর েছেল‑েমেয় অনাহাের মের||
ডাক্তারখানায় ডাক্তারগণআেছন দেল দেল
গিরব িক ঔষধ পােব পয়সা ছাড়া েগেল||
েকাটর্‑কাছাির েখালা আেছ হইেতেছ িবচার
গিরেব িক িবচার পােব পয়সা নাই যাহার||
েশািষত গিরব যারা হেলা িনরুপায়
েশাষেকর েশাষেণর পালা চলেছ সব র্দায়||
দুিভর্ক্ষ সৃ ষ্ট কের কিরয়া েকৗশল
বৎসের বৎসেরআেস দারুণ বন্যার জল||
বািড় ভােঙ ফসল েনয় বন্যার পািনআেস
েজাতদার সুদেখার মহাজন সুেযাগ েদেখ হােস||
বািড় জিম অল্প দােম িকনেব মহাজন
সুেদর বাধঁন গেল বাধঁেব গিরব কৃষকগণ||
খাজনা‑ট্যােক্সর চাপ িদেয়েছ েচয়ারম্যান তহিশলদার
েলাটাবা ট ে াক কের উপায় নাইেতা আর||
েশাষেকর ইমারত গড়েত েনতারা পাগল
রঙ‑েবরেঙেবর হেয়েছ েভাটিশকারী দল||
েকহ বেল,জােগা বাঙািল উড়াও জয়িনশান
েকহ বেল, ধম র্েগল জােগা মুসলমান||
কৃষক মজেুরর েকহ গায় গুণগান
আসেল ধাপ্পাবা জ েভাট েনওয়ার সন্ধান||
বাউলআবদুল কিরম বেল সূ রাস্তা ধেরা
েশাষণমুক্ত সমাজ গেড় বাচঁার উপায় কেরা||

Farmers, laborers, all brothers of mine,
We work hard day and night, yet the food
we get does not suffice.
The imperialist, capitalist, and feudalist
troops,
They steal the land’s wealth together,
these three‑robber groups.
We fear being jailed or oppressed, if we
say things just and fair,
No rice to fill our stomach, no medicines
for disease, no clothes to wear.
A rich man’s child gets proper education,
The child of the poor man dies of
starvation.
Clinics full of doctors everywhere,
But without money, medicines for the
poor are very rare.
Judgements are passed in courts everyday,
But judgement for the poor without
money? No way.
The ruled poor are left oppressed
everyway,
The ruler rules them forever, holding their
sway.
Famines they create with some cunning
ruse,
Every year terrible floods ferally destroy
us.
Houses broken, crops destroyed, the flood
water creeps in,
The vicious lenders gloat, knowing that
the time to reap their interest now begins.
Land and house are sold to the lenders at
low rates,
The loan’s noose thus binds our poor
farmer friends by their necks.
Taxes are imposed and everyday pressed
by the administrator,
You have snatched all our belongings, we
have nothing more to cater.
To build the houses of exploiters, crazy is
the leaders’ troupe,
On rounds they have come, the vote
hunters’ motley group.
Some say “Awake! O’ Bengalis, hoist the
victory flag!”
“Ruin befalls religion’s shrine! Rise Islam!”
while others nag.
Some appease the farmer and laborer and
workers,
It is all a lie, just vote seeking behaviour.
Baul Abdul Karim says, “Choose the finer
direction,
Build an oppression‑free nation, to live
with compassion”.

Further, the emergence of pseudo‑intellectuals, according to these two songwriters,
is harmful to society, as these so‑called intellectually enlightened personalities fail to com‑
promise their self‑interested activities to act as good examples and to humanely advance
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society. Intellectuals, in the traditional sense, are equated with high moral ground and
honesty; Bauls Das and Karim identify such qualities in their idealized moner‑manush
(man of the heart)—who is simple yet wise, consciously unattached to worldly matters,
and committed to social equality. Whereas the pseudo‑intellectuals (e.g., educated op‑
portunists) are those who, at the slightest turn of the head, are desperate to forego their
principles and ideals to serve their selfishmotives. The song speaks on the dubious nature
of pseudo‑intellectuals heralding treatises of justice and truth, and the equivocal nature of
their moral principles where they tend to sway according to the fulfillment of self‑interest.
Here, Baul Manimohan Das further argues that their ideologies change in the moment
that they sell themselves out for material luxuries and newly acquired power, forgetting
the needs of fellow humans that are politically powerless.

েদেশ বু দ্ধজীবী কতর্ারা সব িবকােয় েগল,
এদল ওদল কের তারাই বু দ্ধজীবী হল||
ন্যায্য কথা বলেবা বেল লম্ফঝম্পকের|
সুেযাগ েপেলই তখন একটা দেল ঢেক পেড়|
তখন মতবাদ সব রাতারািত বদল হেয় েগল||
জািন অেনকগুেনগুণী বু দ্ধজীবী হয়,
আত্মস্বাথ র্েভাগবাসনা বু দ্ধজীবীর নয়|
অেযাগ্য দান কের জনআর েয কের হণ,
অনাচারী ব্যিভচারী সমানএই দুজন|
দাশ মিণেমাহন খুেঁজ েবড়ায় খা ঁ ট মানুষ েকাই
রইল|

The intellectual leaders of the country traded their
souls, sold themselves out,
They became intelligent anew by changing parties
about.
They hark and they roar and they spew,
Espouse promises to speak what is true,
But with opportune chance they sneak into a
group,
And the slew of their ideals and morals held tight,
Change its doctrine overnight.
I know that true intellectuals are full of qualities,
Contrary to those the pseudo‑intellectuals, for
whom,
Selfishness, desire, and greed,
Is the ultimate creed.
Those that lend without need,
To the undeserving,
And those that receive,
Are criminals of the same hive.
Both are unjust,
Doers of misdeeds,
And away from morals they tread.
Das Monimohan’s tirade is thus,
Looking for a true human being,
Whose intent is genuine.

Through this song Baul Das communicated his commitment to fight for the deprived
and downtrodden, as well as questioned the motivations of pseudointellectuals and their
hypocrisy. He argued thatmodern lifestyles oftenmake it difficult for the affluent to partic‑
ipate in welfare activities, for many of them are accustomed to a certain ease of living from
which they seldom want to deviate. In this era, in which we observe a wide degradation
of morality and ethics, the humane instincts of many (pseudo) intellectuals is often absent.
Consequently, such people tend to work with groups that have polar‑opposite ideologies,
simply because it is conducive to their vested interests.

These two composers further note that the naivety of the poor, who are taken advan‑
tage of by others, and wealth depletion and theft furthers the wealth divide, whereby the
poor become poorer every day and the wealthy become wealthier. People who are funda‑
mental to building the foundation of a society, the farmers and other unskilled workers,
are made to face further difficulties through their material situations, wherein they are
burdened with more adversity. These difficulties include a lack of social security in terms
of health, finances and assets, as Baul Shah Abdul Karim writes.
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কৃষক মজরু পেড়েছ েঘারআধঁাের
কী করা যায় উপায় বু দ্ধ
িমেলনা আর িবচাের||
সুদেখার ঘুষেখার মজতুদাের
দালাল টাউট বাটপাের
আগুন িদয়ােছ েমােদর ঘের
হেয়েছ সােহব‑বাবু
গিরবেক কেরেছ কাবু
িবনেয় মােননা তবু
মরােরআেরা মাের||
িদন হেত িদনআেস ক ঠন
এইভােবআর বাচঁব কয়িদন
আবদুল কিরম ভাবেতেছ অন্তের
হেয় েগলাম িনরুপায়
দুঃেখর েবাঝা বাড়েছ সদায়
পেড়িছ শয়তািন েধাকঁায়
িতন শয়তােনর বাজাের||

The farmers and the laborers have fallen into trouble dark
and deep,
What can be done? What is the way? Contemplations or
labors of the mind can’t reap.
Usurers and grafters,
Pimps and hoarders,
Broker agents and touts,
One and all alike,
Have set fire to our lives,
Without conscience.
Become they now “Master” and “Sir”,
The poor they control and haplessly conquer.
Politeness and humility in their hearts have they not one
bit,
Beating the nearly dead into death, is far worse than unfit.
Morning goes as it comes along,
Such hardships the life wouldn’t endure for long,
Abdul Karim thinks within,
“Helpless, we are now,
The burden of sorrow up and up evergoes,
We have just walked into three devils’ hoaxes.

Hewrote the song by depicting peoples’ sufferings in and around his region, and it is
rooted in his own experience and reflection. In remote villages, exploitation still exists, in
their primitive and contemporarymanifestations, including through political intimidation,
threats, and bribery, along with other forms. Oftentimes, exploitation in modern societies
is less tangible, where financial traps are placed andpromises are brokenunethically by the
dominant stakeholders, and many of the poor have been robbed of what few possessions
they had. Moreover, the lack of adequate education about policies and governance and an
uncritical trust in the power structure aggravates their situated adversities. Such a scenario
disadvantages common people as they fail to identify ways to overcome their hardships.

The last song for this theme was written by Baul Manimohan Das, in which the poet
ironically speaks of the mentality of tyrants and the powerful who exploit poor people.
With total antipathy to the impoverished, the moneylenders and other such similar rapa‑
cious people flourish at others’ misery and present no shame or moral reservations. The
song suggests that the unscrupulous rich exploit their positions of power and deploymeth‑
ods of duplicity and deceit to entrap the unwitting poor.

Since his childhood, Baul Das experienced financial hardships and observed how fi‑
nancially powerful people led to ruin in the lives of economically disadvantaged popula‑
tions. Depicting the unfortunate and turmoiled realities of his contemporary period, as
well as the abuse of power and authority, and of extortionist mindsets, the Baul poet plays
the devil’s advocate to evoke the truly ethical and reflexive behaviors. Tyranny relies on
its own power to silence the victim, and the song can be seen as an example where sub‑
jugations can be muzzled through speaking out against such misdeeds. The next theme
emphasizes the aspect of communicative engagements, particularly in situations where
the voices of the marginalized are delegitimized, if not erased, in various spaces of discur‑
sivity.
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ও িগিন্ন সারা েদশ ডেব েগেছ তােত কী
হেয়েছ,
িগিন্নআমার েতা লাভআেছ|
পাড়ার েলােক ধার িনেত সবআসেবআমার
কােছ||
যত েলােকর হয় সব র্নাশআমার ৈজ্যষ্ঠ মাস,
েলােকর যিদ হয় েগা ভােলা আমার সব র্নাশ|
েলােক গালমন্দ যতই েদয়না তােত রােগর কী
আেছ||
েলােক শুিনআমায় বেল পয়সার িপশাচ,
আমার তােত হয় নােগা রাগ বরংআেস হাস|
জগেতর লজ্জা ঘণৃা নাইেগা যােদর তারাই
বড় হেয়েছ||
েদেখ শুেন বেল ওেগা দাস মিণেমাহন,
িনকৃষ্ট মানুষ যারা তারা কেরেগা েশাষণ|
েশােনা েশাষেকরা এমিন কেরই েশাষণ কের
চেলেছ||

Oh! dear wife, the whole country in misery has
drowned.
But, so what, oh darling, in it profit I have found.
Now everyone will come to borrow money,
And in debt to me they will be bound.
The more people are in distress and they perish,
The more will I gain, the more I flourish,
If good befalls them and they do better,
Then my good times will come to a finish.
Berate me they can as much as they do,
Such things give no cause to rile my sinews.
Often, I hear people say that I am a bloodsucker for
money,
Angry? Never, but to me that is funny.
Those that have no shame or pity in their stride,
In this world they become something with much
pride.
Seeing and hearing all of this, says Das Monimohan,
Lowly beings are those who indulge in exploitation.
Listen, this is how the exploiters are continuing
their oppression.

5.2. Communicative Aspects
BaulsDas andKarim express alarmover the never‑ending sufferings of the underpriv‑

ileged, as a result of societal power dynamics. They notice that the rich and the corrupt
do not hesitate to destroy and exploit the marginalized population to realize their capi‑
talistic agendas and maintain the status quo. Their voices and performances can be seen
as a catalyst for raising conscience at the margins. They embrace communicative avenues
and foreground anti‑hegemonic poetics, raising anti‑dogmatic narratives. We have seen
the resonance of such ethos in the words of Shah Abdul Karim, where he declares, “I am
raising my voice to fight against the power structure that creates and reinforces marginal‑
ization. Previously, I was entirely invested in worshiping tattwas; but over the years, I
developed a conviction that I have to work for the deprived and penniless. Together, we
have to resist the oppressors, greedy, and ill motivated powers. I always want to resist
the abusers and the tyrants, and sing for the oppressed; that is how I want to travel in my
uncompromising rebellious journey”. While raising their voices against societal injustices
they emphasized self‑awareness and mindfulness. Reflecting on his own journey, Baul
Manimohan Das said, “I reminded my fellow Bauls to live an ethical and honest life by
practicing what they preach in their own lives. Personally, I believe in living a simple life.
I never spend money to buy expensive clothes or food, and never indulge myself in any
addiction”.

The de‑humanization of the poor occurs at the expense of a person’s morals, and
the poor suffer and continue to be exploited. The marginalized, deceived easily by the
powerful, ultimately remain deprived of basic privileges as they are denied the outcomes
that have been promised. In his personal life, Baul Shah Abdul Karim experienced several
instances of rejection and humiliation, evidenced in his writing. Through this song, he
pays attention to discursive violence and seeks to raise his voice against such injustice and
exploitation.
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গিরেবর কী মান‑অপমান দুিনয়ায়?
গিরেবর নাই স্বাধীনতা পরাধীন েস সব র্দায়||
েভাট েনওয়ার সময়আিসেল েনতা সােহব তখন
বেল
এবারআিম পাস কিরেল কাজ করব গিরেবর দায়
পের লাইেসন্স পারিমট েদওয়া ধনীর বািড় খািস
খাওয়া‑‑‑
সালাম েদওয়া েনৗকা বাওয়া এইমা গিরেব পায়||
অিস্থচম র্সার হেয়েছ রক্তমাংস চেল েগেছ
াণ ট শুধু বািকআেছ কখনজািন চেল যায়

আবদুল কিরম ভাবেছ মেন কার দুঃখ েকবা েশােন
স্বােথ র্র ব্যাপার েযখােন দয়ামায়া েনই েসথায়||

What respect or disrespect is
For the poor who in this world inhabit.
The poor can’t partake in freedom universal,
Being shackled to oppression eternal.
When the time to receive votes comes near,
Says our political leader so dear‑
‘if we do win this time,
Work we would with all our might,
To make the future of the poor people bright.’
And after that when the time comes,
The rich get the lion’s share.
Permits and licenses, all they get,
The poor, they completely forget.
Goat meat and other things, on them they
feast,
The poor only get to offer salutations, row
boats,
Trampled under their feet, respected the least.
Flesh and blood have disappeared, the body
has come to skin and bones,
Life’s flame is all that barely there is,
Who knows, at any moment, even that might
extinguish.
Abdul Karim thinks to himself, “Whose grief
does anyone hear,
Where self‑interest lives, humanity withers”.

The song argues that electoral fraud and manipulation, devised by dominant stake‑
holders, impoverishes the marginalized even further. The political ‘benefactors’ use the
poor to ensure their success and to their benefit, and, after securing political success, the
commonpeople are systematically ignored and forgotten, which leads to hopelessness and
dissatisfaction for the marginalized. The poet, by discussing the lack of freedom and the
compromised dignity of the underprivileged, searches for an empathetic confidant who
acknowledges the agony and distress at the margins.

Throughout his life, Baul Shah Abdul Karim witnessed wars, famines, and moments
of large‑scale socio‑economic crisis. His songs cannot be seen only as testimony of such
incidents, as they are also reflective of deprive peoples’ helplessness and misery. This
composition of Baul Karim, a diatribe against the injustice meted out to the impoverished,
indicates the generic degradation of society through oppression and tyranny. It illustrates
the way society works, in the name of democracy, whereby the rich, who enjoy positions
of power, display an apathy for the poor. Without freedom, the poor are cheated and
exploited, and thus find it difficult to have faith in anyone.

The song, through a critical lens, points out that in a capitalistic system, it is difficult
to judge a friend from an enemy. An enemy often appears friendly for the purpose of ex‑
ploitation. Those that speak the truth are often ostracized and intimidated by the powerful.
Baul Karim succinctly criticizes the unethical behavior of the financially powerful stake‑
holders, who, while fulfilling their vested interests, strategically ignore and systematically
ruin the lives of the marginalized.

The next song speaks to a lack of freedom as the villagers become destitute and de‑
prived. Indicating the scenario of internal colonization, the poet opines that common peo‑
ple become voiceless and slaves in their own land. In such a situation, the lack of support
from fellow humans eventually becomes a source of tremendous angst and agony. Baul
Shah Abdul Karim argues that power resides with those who have resources; particularly,
monetary aspects are valued more highly than moral or social qualities.
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েক বা শ েক বা িম
বুেঝ উঠা দায়
তাইেতা েদেশর অবনিত
সাধুর িনশান েচােরর নায়||
স্বাথ র্পর শ দেল
েদেশ িদেছআগুন েজ্বেল
উিচত কথা বলেত েগেল
তারা আবার েচাখ রাঙায়||
েকউ হইল কােলাবাজাির
েকউ করেতেছ মজতুদাির
েকউ করেতেছ িরিলফ চির
েয েযভােব সুেযাগ পায়||
শািন্ত েপেতআশা কির
আসেল িবপােক পিড়
স্বাথ র্িনেয় মারামাির
েশষ হয়না তােদর েবলায়||
গিরেবর শ্নই নাই
বািঁচ িক‑বা মিরয়া যাই
আবদুল কিরম বেল ের ভাই
েসানা বেষ র্েসানার গায়||

Who is a foe and who is a friend?
Such a quandary it is to understand.
Hence the state of this country,
Where thieves disguise as sage.
The selfish villains,
Have set the nation on fire.
If one says things are just and fair,
They are always met with a frown or a glare.
Some are black marketers and some do hoarding,
Some steal money from relief funds, too, without
missing a chance.
If I might hope for some censure,
In reality I am in even more danger.
Of self‑interests they are peddlers,
Nothing comes to naught.
The poor men’s questions do not arise,
Whether they live or die from starvation or disease.
Abdul Karim says, “Oh, brother,
In the village of old,
We will always have fields of gold”.

Experiencing the inequality within the modern capitalistic society, the those who are
helpless are impoverished and trapped in an endless struggle for human rights and free‑
dom, left to seek a solution to their predicament, in which all resources and necessities are
scarce. The poignant situation of poverty as its own form of tyranny binds the impover‑
ished in an eternal struggle for freedom from dominance. While negotiating with unend‑
ing pain and suffering, the Bauls uncompromisingly raise their voices towards ensuring
the human rights, material and spiritual sustenance, and survival of the underserved. The
final theme focuses on the emancipatory pronouncements of Bauls Das and Karim in real‑
izing their vision of a free and liberated future.

আমার েদেশ েকনআিম
কাঙাল হেল মের
নাই েকন েমার সহায় সম্বল
সদায় ভািব ের||
নাই েকন েমার স্বাধীনতা
বুেক িনদারুণ ব্যথা
কার কােছকই দুঃেখর কথা
েক শুিনেবের||
এই েদেশ জন্মআমার
আমার েকন নাই অিধকার
জীবন িনেয় েবেঁচ থাকার
উপায় নাই ের||
দুঃেখ গড়া জীবন িনয়া
িচরদুঃেখর অধীন হইয়া
দুঃেখর বােরামািস গাইয়া
জীবন েগল ের||
গিরেবর দুঃখ যত
কার কােছ বিলেব কত
কিরম বেলআিমও েতা
মানুষ িছলাম ের��

Why, in my own land,
Have I turned a beggar? Alas, I could not withstand!
Why do I have no shelter, no help?
I keep thinking thus.
Why do I have no freedom?
My heart aches so.
Who do I tell my stories of pain?
Who would listen to that in vain?
I was born in this land.
Yet why do I have no right?
To survive by day and night,
There is no way.
Life is steeped in harsh pain,
Under such eternal distress,
With songs of sorrow and sadness.
Years of torment pass again and again,
The poor with their suffering and pain,
To how many people can you explain?
Karim says,
“A human being I once was, too”

5.3. Emancipatory Visions and Calls
As persistent marginalization causes tremendous anxiety and stress, Bauls Das and

Karim have embraced discursive methods to communicate with the common people to
raise awareness and consciousness. On one hand, they disrupt the hegemonic portrayal
of the marginalized as inferior and devoid of agency; and, on the other hand, through
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raising consciousness, Bauls Das and Karim create avenues for change and emancipation
both materially and discursively. Baul Shah Abdul Karim reiterated that a “Baul’s funda‑
mental duty is to raise consciousness among commoners”. He added, “whether they (the
discourses) work or not, I believe it is my duty to raise a voice”. Even endless suffering and
stress could not stop them from dreaming or communicating their dreams. For instance,
Baul Das once said, “I dream of a future where the downtrodden people, specifically the
underprivileged children, can live without hunger, malnutrition, and domestic violence”.
On a similar note, Baul Karim’s fearless voice inspiringly pronounced, “I am hopeful; I am
sure that human liberation will be realized one day. Monstrous devils will be defeated.
The good time will come someday. I dream for a society that is harmonious, peaceful, and
liberated”. The next few songs are examples of such pronouncements and convictions.

In a pastoral tone, the following song converses with village populations, whose
livelihood and survival are dependent on their meaningful utilization of natural resources.
With a tone of positivity, hope, and optimism, the song advocates hard work and united
efforts as a possible means to bring about transformation at the margins. Thus, in a warm,
energetic, and enthusiastic way, Baul Karim sought to offer a new ray of hope in theminds
of the underprivileged.

ওের চািষ ভাই, শক্ত হােত লাঙ্গল ধরা চাই
যত্ন বেল রত্ন ফেল পির েম াণ বাচঁাই ||
উৎপাদেনর েয়াজেন চেলা এবার সব র্জেন
মা টর সেন মেন ােণআমরা কির লড়াই ||
কৃষক মজরু সবাই িমেলআিছ বাংলামােয়র
েকােল
পির েম েসানা ফেল তেব েকন দুঃখ পাই ||
মাছ ফলাও গাছ লাগাও যত পােরা সব জ
ফলাও
পাট ফলাও তলা ফলাও ধান সিরষা বুট
কালাই ||
কাজ কের যাও মেনাবেল
কৃষক‑মজরু‑তািঁত‑েজেল
বাউলআবদুল কিরম বেল এ ছাড়া আর
উপায় নাই ||

Oh! my farmer brother, plough the grounds with
hands stern,
With able care and immense passion, treasures we
will unearth,
Saving lives, giving life, is our primary conduct.
The call for produce is upon us, let us brothers join
hands,
Let us wrestle with the earth, to beget Nature’s
bounty grand.
Farmers and laborers us all,
Cradled in our Mother Bengal’s loving bosom,
Through hard work and perseverance, we can
cultivate gold,
Alas, but even then, we are stricken by sadness bold.
Farm fish, plant trees, grow vegetables,
Reap jute, pluck cotton,
Grow wheat and grow mustard.
Farmers and laborers,
Fisher‑men and handloom weavers,
Work to your fullest,
Put all your emotional strength,
Baul Abdul Karim says,
Sans this there is no other way.

Through his song, Baul Abdul Karim argues in favor of reducing dependence on oth‑
ers, inculcating self‑dependence as a potential route for survival. Paying attention to agri‑
culture and village industries, he calls for a sustainable and strengthened rural economy
and an enhanced quality of life.

Baul Shah Abdul Karim has further noted that the marginalized lack access to basic
amenities, such as food, shelter, water, and even civil rights and justice. Baul Karim points
out the futility of seeking truth in an autocratic environment, where the powerful manip‑
ulate the system for motivated by selfish interests. According to him, the threat of state
oppression is an added factor to the reality of starvation andmass hunger in the villages. In
such a state, however, the song argues the machinery of authority and power exert greater
strain on the poor, rather than providing meaningful support for them.
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ােণ বাচঁা দায়
ােণ বাচঁা দায় ের

িনদারুণ কু্ষধারআগুন
জ্বেল কিলজায় ের||
এ েদেশর দুদর্শার কথা
কহনওনা যায়
েপেটর কু্ষধায় কত েলােক
লতাপাতা খায় ের||
এ েদেশর গিরব কাঙাল
েচষ্টা কের বাচঁেত চায়
ভােলা চাইেল মন্দফেল
েকান শয়তােন পথ েভালায়||
জলুুেমর িবরুেদ্ধ যখন
জনতা রুেখ দাড়ঁায়
দালাল েগাষ্ঠ েনেমআেস
িব ািন্ত ঘটায় ের||
বাউলআবদুল কিরম বেল
েঠকিছ ভব য ণায়
উিচত কথা বিল যিদ
েশাষক দেল েচাখ রাঙায়||

It is hard to survive,
It is hard to survive, oh!
Insatiable hunger pains,
In our hearts they burn bright.
Unspeakable is the adversity,
Upon this nation bestowed,
To eat grass, twigs, weeds, and creepers—
Hunger makes many people to resort.
The poor and the needy of this country,
Try by effort to thrive.
A good deed wished,
Often bears rotten fruit,
As a charming devil,
Plays on an ulterior flute.
When against oppression,
The people stand upright,
The agents in power attack,
Bringing chaos in their stride.
Baul Abdul Karim says,
“Stuck we are in an eternal impasse,
If we speak what is true and what is right,
The oppressors inflame us with their might”.

ToBaulsDas andKarim, this is a continuous reality for those surviving on themargins
of the society. Malnutrition and a lack of health facilities often act as the reason for a high
mortality ratewithin lower socio‑economic groups. Since economic development for them
has stagnated, inflation perpetuates and amplifies poverty. Baul Abdul Karim argues in
favor of individual aswell as societal forms of resistance, potentially challenging the status
quo, and to bring about meaningful changes in the lives of the downtrodden.

In his own life, Baul Karim refused to succumb to endless suffering and adversity;
his voice emerged as a fearless pronouncement of creating a hopeful future. This final
song depicts the impoverished realities of farmers that toil on the land all day long. It also
portrays how the constant pain and the struggle for life, the economic constraints, and
its consequences manifest at the margins. Critiquing the commercialistic practices of the
mainstream, Baul Abdul Karim calls for a better civilization, one that is free of exploitation.

The song points at political injustice, the ever‑increasing gap in wealth distribution,
and moral deterioration. To ensure survival and sustenance in underserved spaces, he as‑
serts his firm belief of love and peace as tools to pave the way for an equal and harmonious
society.

With their simple tunes and accessible language, unlike many esoteric songs, songs
such as those quoted above, the Bauls appeal and to inspire common peoples, to overcome
the inner compulsion of greed and themarkers of desires, thereby creating a habitable and
just world. The liberatory humane utterances of these songs are meant not only intended
for spiritual development but are also instrumental for imagining and realizing structural
transformations and subaltern emancipation.
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গােনর িভতর ােণর কথা বলেত মেন চায়
এই েদেশর গিরব কাঙাল হেলা িনরুপায়||
গনত ‑সমাজতে র শুনলাম কত গান
ধেম র্র নােম অধম র্তাই ঘটল অকল্যাণ
কত িকছ শুিন
আসেল িদেন িদেন বােড় েপেরশািন
জীবন িনেয় টানাটািন ােণ বাচঁা দায়||
গিরব কৃষেকর কথা িকআর বিল
মহাজেনর ঋণ েশািধেত হেয় যায় খািল
আেছ িনদারুণ েশাষণ
সুদ‑ঘুেষর কবেল পেড় গিরেবর মরণ
চেল যায় হাড়ভাঙা ধন মহাজেনর
েগালায়||
ােমর িবপন্ন মানুষ িদনমজরু যারা

অগাধ বষ র্ার িদেন কী করেব তারা
যিদ না েখেয় মের
শাসক হইেব দায়ী িনেজর িবচাের
শািন্তেত এই েদেশর মানুষ েবেঁচ থাকেত
চায়||
আবদুল কিরম বেলআমার মন যাহা চায়
গাই
আিম অিত মুঢ়মিত িবদ্যাবু দ্ধ নাই
আিম বাংলা মােয়র সন্তান
েদশেক ভােলাবািস বেল গাই স্বেদিশ গান
েশাষণহীন সমাজব্যাবস্থা আমার মেন
চায়||

The heart wants to speak out loud through a musical
strain,
The wretched of this nation have become helpless
and vain.
Of socialism and democracy, I have heard many tales,
Injustice in justice’s name, thus bring disgrace.
With every passing day, I hear so many things,
Day by day hardships increase and gain more
powerful wings.
Tug of war with life we play,
Sustenance becomes difficult day by day.
Oh, what do I tell of the sad farmer,
Penury befalls him,
in repaying all debts to the money‑lender, savings
become slim.
There is deep exploitation, to high interest and bribes
they are prey,
So the poor keep dying in this nation,
Their fates have gone astray,
Their hard‑earned wealth goes to the hoarder’s den.
Endangered people of the village,
who are daily laborers, workers, masons, working for
a daily wage.
What would they do during endless heavy showers?
If they starve to death, losing life’s powers.
The ruler only by himself would be responsible,
Peace of mind is what is sought by people.
Abdul Karim says “In my song my heart’s passions
are caught,
Neither too educated nor too bright I am not,
A son of my Mother Bengal, I love her much,
Hence sing patriotic songs as such.
I dream and long,
For a society free of oppression,
For a society free of tyranny and exploitation”.

6. Discussion
Historically, the feudalistic and colonial power structures attempted to banish Bauls,

both physically and symbolically, from society. In response, the Bauls, and similar com‑
munities of Nera‑Neri, Sahebdhani, and Kartabhaja, use their songs and discourses as
weapons through which to resist such oppressions and exploitation (Jha 2014). By no
means are such communicative acts homogeneous and formulaic in nature, but, instead,
they are creative and emerge so as to meaningfully combat contextual challenges. In
their consistent struggle against challenges and adversities, their musical performances
and communicative practices prove foundational to foregrounding their emancipatory
worldviews, rationalities, and imaginings, as well as their ideological rebellion and non‑
conformist commitments (Dutta and Dutta 2019). By negotiating with a variety of socio‑
economic and/or politico‑religious threats, Baul songs, particularly those of a non‑esoteric
composition, from the margins of the global South, often legitimize their anti‑caste and
pro‑human articulations through their songs.

Borrowing fromScott (1990)’s theories, wemight infer that the poetic communications
and aesthetic performances of the Bauls, especially those who write the kind of songs dis‑
cussed here, can be seen as “stubborn bedrock” of skepticism anddissent, aswell as the key
agentic mechanism for imagining sustainable transformation. The musical performances
and the discourses of such Bauls, therefore, emerge as potential sites of contestation and
critique. Here, the economically disadvantaged and oppressed population find avenues
to raise their voice against orthodoxies of dominant religions, more specifically Hinduism
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and Islam, as well as the age‑old caste system and religio‑politically motivated communal
violence. Being on the fringes of the dominant society, these Bauls did not limit themselves
to the religious realm. Rather, they expressed and express their rebellion against conven‑
tional socio‑political norms, power dynamics, and the status quo. As social outcasts, beg‑
gars, and wanderers, they, by dismantling and rupturing religious doctrines and bound‑
aries and by challenging the dominant mainstream discourses, established themselves as
iconoclasts (Urban 2001).

We can observe that the concerns of Bauls Das and Karim are echoed in many global
indices. For instance, the HDI (Human Development Index), which reflects the nation‑
state’s average achievement in three key dimensions—namely, health, education, and stan‑
dard of living, ranks India and Bangladesh as 131 and 133, respectively (among 189 coun‑
tries) (UNDP 2019). Similarly, as per the Global Hunger Index, Bangladesh and India rank
75 and 94, respectively (out of 107 countries), which is a matter of serious concern. More‑
over, in the context of corruption, the Transparency Index demonstrated that Bangladesh’s
rank is 146 (among 180 nations), while the realities of the rest of the Bengal are not very dif‑
ferent. While all the indices indicate the overall scenario for both urban and rural spaces
combined, the situation of rural Bengal is, understandably, worse than the overall (i.e.,
urban + rural) situation.

Over the centuries, the Brahmanical, colonial, and neoliberal forces consistently used
age‑old as well as innovative tricks to divide and rule subaltern populations. Deliberate
exploitative discourses and unapologetic immoral actions characterize the cardinal make‑
up of the oppressors, who orchestrate structural and strategic oppressions and abuse both
overtly and covertly, where the poor, the victims, are only pushed further to the margins
(Mukharji 2012). Through their songs, Bauls Das and Karim foregrounded the hopeless‑
ness and helplessness at the margins; particularly in instances where the voices and agen‑
cies of the socio‑economically weaker populations are systematically delegitimized, and
in cases where the poor do not have a meaningful lobby or the financial strength to resist
dominant powers. In the contemporary era, ethical bankruptcy emerges as a key concern
as so‑called educated and intellectual communities exhibit no or little moral adherence to
ideological doctrines. Capitalistic and neoliberal values and markers of desires compel
many such opportunists to espouse the equivocal nature of moralistic commitment and
thereby conveniently fulfill their vested interests. Consequently, the working‑class pop‑
ulations that constitute the foundation of our society are subject to poverty, and are also
increasingly burdened with pain, abuse, and grief.

While the dehumanized populations are trapped within the confines of poverty, the
absence of humanity worries both Bauls Das and Karim, as they decry that in such in‑
escapable misery there is no empathetic ear to listen. They criticize, through music, the
unwise and unjustified tendencies of a society that values wealth and exuberance over eth‑
ical, moralistic, and intangibly valuable facets of our existence. In this era of increasing
corruption, class enmity, cheating, and exploitation, they place an emphasis on commu‑
nicative aspects to create social awareness. In this world, where we are presented with
hyperbole and excess, they stress how the unfulfilled promises from the powerful and
the strategic ignorance from the mainstream leaves the poor uncared for, unattended to,
and forgotten. Using plain rustic language and melodies, they not only seek to rupture
the constant fear that the underserved experience in their everyday existence, but also to
dismantle the barriers presented for speaking the truth out loud.

As suicide and agitation in farmer and the laborer communities has become common‑
place in contemporary South Asia in the last few decades, Bauls Das and Karim point to
the necessity of building a network of solidarity and united efforts to fight for a society that
is free from all forms of exploitations and injustices. In recent times, in which the activists
who foreground the issues of the underserved have either been silenced or made to disap‑
pear, both Bauls Das and Karim have chosen an aesthetic route to articulate the truth of
oppression through cultural means. They discursively legitimize the futility of speaking
the truth in an unjust and unequal society, where the powerful continually use methods of
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manipulation to satisfy their desire for dominance. Communicatively, they have depicted
the reality of the poor being muted, and thereby have argued in favor of bringing forth
voices, opinions, values, as well as agencies to the spaces of discursivity. Highlighting our
society’s failure to devise a sustainable and exploitation‑free world, both of them, through
their songs, communicate their visions of achieving a society cured of oppressions, abuses,
and corruption. Upholding the unending and untiring efforts of the marginalized popula‑
tions to secure basic survival requirements, they, through their poetic imaginings, dreamt
of a self‑reliant future.

Such emancipatory pronouncements and performances not only aim to inspire the
masses to organize for freedom, but they also aim to guide the common people to take
ownership in raising their voices to improve their communities. In their own lives, both
of these Bauls have tried to organize people and fellow practitioners to improve and a
positively impact the lives of the oppressed. In the words of Baul Shah Abdul Karim, “I
performed to create awareness and consciousness. I performed to give voice to the voice‑
less, I performed to remember those who have sacrificed their lives during the struggle
for freedom. That is how I supported the Muktijuddho (freedom struggle of Bangladesh)
and encouraged the fighters”. They, along with other senior Bauls, through their songs
and discourses, inspired and motivated Bauls and other performers to organize against
injustices to claim their human rights during the last few decades. Consequently, many
Baul organizations were formed across Bengal, and they collectively participated in so‑
cial movements to promote their voices. For instance, Jha (2014) noted that in 1986, many
Bauls marched on foot from Katra village of Murshidabad to Kolkata, the capital of West
Bengal, to create awareness about their ideology and performances. While this paper is
concerned with literary analysis and archival research, future scholarship might engage
more ethnographically and examine the transformative impact of Bauls Das and Karim’s
and their discourses in people’s lives.

By rejecting the tendency of some scholars to depict Bauls as “asocial, ahistorical...
esoteric sects” (Mukharji 2012, p. 47), we might argue that their call for freedom, joy,
universal brotherhood, mutual respect, and love may potentially transcend existing socio‑
religious and political boundaries, spiritually, culturally, and psychologically. Bauls, the
so‑called ‘deviant’ and playfully subversive minstrels, in their path of unorthodox spiritu‑
ality, consistently engage with unsettling and uncomfortable questions. Questioning the
mainstream’s intentions and acts to portray underrepresented spiritual discourses as lowly
and filthy (specifically for their sexo‑yogic practices), both the Bauls ceaselessly challenge
and interrogate the material and communicative absences and disparities at the margins.
By engaging communicatively with impoverished and oppressed populations, they have
actively tried to reclaim the voices and agencies of the subaltern population’s possibilities
for meaningful transformation. Life experiences and nuanced understandings of situated
adversities and abuses guide both the singers to connect with the local (e.g., the rural and
underserved communities in their vicinity), as well as a wider audience, regionally, na‑
tionally, and internationally. These mindful iconoclast’s resilience, astute consciousness,
and their uncompromised faith in liberation and emancipation guide them to musically
imagine a society that is free from the barriers of caste, religion, hierarchy, as well as all
forms of dominations and discrimination.
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Notes
1 Several tattwas [tattwa‑ theory/epistemology of~] are represented and discussed in Baul songs. They talk about—“deha‑tattwa”

[body], “guru‑tattwa” [spiritual teacher], “gujhyo‑tattwa” [esoteric], “prema‑tattwa” [spiritual love], “srishti‑tattwa” [creation], and
“param‑tattwa” [supreme/almighty] (Sengupta 2015).

2 Twilight language: the term portrays the essence of Bauls’ mindful/strategic usages of language, which they communicate in an
ambiguous/hidden/esoteric and/or (intentionally) reverse/veiled way (Dutta 2019).
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